
Tournament Rules
DETAILS: $30 per person (limited to first 32 paid entries). Must be 21+ to enter. Players must 

wear wrist bands at all times. 

REGISTRATION: Check-in will begin at 10:45 AM, for bracket tournament date. Games will start 

at 11:30 AM. If participant does not register 15 minutes before opening game that player will 

be disqualified and no refund will be permitted.  

TEAMS: Players will be allowed to use any of the 32 NFL teams (Latest UP TO DATE ROSTERS 

Pre-existing Injuries Off ). You do not have to use the same team throughout the tournament. 

Competing players will be allowed to use the same teams within a game.

TOURNAMENT FORMAT: Single Elimination. Brackets will be set before the tournament begins 

and presented upon bracket fulfillment. The winner of each bracket will advance to the next 

round. In the event of a tie, players will play an additional quarter to break tie.

FORFEIT GAMES: Players that have a participant in their particular bracket round that decide to 

not play their game for what ever reason, will then be automatically advanced to the next 

bracket round.

28 PT MERCY RULE: There is a (28) point mercy rule up to the Final Four player games. There 

will be no mercy rule for the Final Four player games.  If either player gains a lead of 28 or more 

points the game is ended with the player leading declared the winner.  Once the losing player is 

down 28, they will be given one more chance to score on the next possession. If the player does 

not score the game is then called.

NO TAKE OVER TEAMS: No player will be allowed to pass their team or spot in the tournament 

to another player. If a player can not finish their games, said games will be forfeited and the 

competing player in that bracket gets awarded a win and moves on.

VIEW: Our tournament default view is STANDARD or WIDE View. Each player can agree to one 

particular view before the game but that view must remain the same all the way throughout 

the game. If players cannot agree to a particular view then players will flip a coin to decide 

view.

PAUSING RULE: If you pause the game (using the start button), you must burn a timeout as a 

penalty. If you have no timeouts left, you will be required to take a penalty (delay of game for 

offense or offsides for defense).

PLAYBOOKS: CUSTOM PLAYBOOK AND CREATED PLAYS ARE NOT ALLOWED



Tournament Settings
TIME: Quarter Length: 5 Minutes for Bracket Rounds and 7 Minutes for Final Four games
SKILL: All Madden with Default Settings
INJURIES: Off / Fatigue: On (50)
CLOCK: Play Clock :30 / Accelerated Clock: Off / Weather: Partly Cloudy
PENALTIES: Penalties: On / Offsides: On / All penalties at Middle slider
ALL: All assists: Off / All Meters: Middle / Human and CPU: All sliders at middle setting
RESPONSIBILITY: IT IS NOT the tournament director’s responsibility to make sure all auto 
assist are off. You must take the liberty of checking that yourself or your opponent before 
each game.
STRATEGY: Players have the opportunity to set audibles, depth chart, and substitutions
VIDEO: 1st Down lines displayed / Player Names displayed / Auto Replay: off (May be ON 
in Finals)
AUDIO: Announcer On or Off / Settings will be saved on the system if possible.
OVERTIME: Sudden Death will be played until a winner is determined. If tied after 1 OT, 
play GRUDGE MATCH (start a new game) with same HOME and AWAY teams. This game 
is to be played until someone scores. Continue additional games including OT until one 
player wins.
FAIR PLAY: FAIR PLAY IS OFF
COACHING: No one will be allowed to assist any player with decisions during a game. 
Anyone who does so will be disqualified.
HOME & AWAY: A flip of a coin will decide which player gets to play at home for every 
matchup. The Coin Toss is generated by the Madden 19 computer, done at random.
AGREEANCE TO RULES: By submission of entry fee, you agree to all rules of tournament. 
There are NO REFUNDS unless tournament is cancelled. Advance entry ONLY, there will 
be no entry for this tournament on event day or beyond. 

If game settings are found to be wrong during a game, the settings will be 
corrected and the game will proceed.



Tournament Prizes
ENTRY: Each participant will receive and entry prize from Miller Lite & Odis 12 Sports Bar 
& Grille.

PRIZES: Players will receive various prizes from the tournament sponsors as they 
continue to win within their bracket. Prizes will increase upon winning.

RUNNER-UP: The 2nd place finisher will receive a $150 cash prize, sponsor prizes and 
matching charitable donation of $150 to one of the listed charities.

WINNER: The tournament champion will receive a $300 cash prize, one-year online 
gameplay membership for the system of their choice, sponsor prizes and matching 
charitable donation of $300 to one of the listed charities.

Tournament Schedule
DATE BRACKET TIME PLAYERS
March 30th Sports Obsession 11:30am – 4pm 8 players
April 7th Steel City 11:30am – 4pm 8 players
April 14th Fox 66 11:30am – 4pm 8 players
April 21st Star 104 11:30am – 4pm 8 players
April 28th Bracket Winners Noon – 3pm 4 players


